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Abstract

The paper describes a technology to comple-
ment established documentation workflows in
two linguistic community projects with the pos-
sibility to automatically create OLiA Annota-
tion Models, i.e., formal, ontological represen-
tations of their annotation schemas. For this
purpose, we provide a domain-specific extrac-
tor that consumes MediaWiki wikitext, extracts
sections headers and tables and produces an
OWL2/DL ontology as a result. This ontology
can be further processed with standard technol-
ogy as established in the context of the Linguis-
tic Linked Open Data (LLOD) community. The
main contribution we provide effectively elimi-
nates the entry barrier into LLOD technology
and OLiA for two potential user communities,
and that this setup can be trivially adopted to
any comparable community project – as long
as it uses Wiki technology and Wiki lists for
documenting tags and abbreviations.

1 Background and Motivation

The Ontologies of Linguistic Annotation (Chiar-
cos, 2008; Chiarcos and Sukhareva, 2015, OLiA)
serve as a central hub for linguistic annotation
terminology on the web of data, and they consti-
tute a formative element of the Linguistic Linked
Open Data (LLOD) cloud in that they provide
machine-readable semantics for linguistic annota-
tions. These ontologies define reference concepts
and relations that can be used to annotate linguis-
tic data in a standardized way, making it easier to
share and compare data across different languages
and domains.

Applications of OLiA include the mapping of
tags from one annotation schema to their clos-
est counterparts in another schema (Chiarcos and
Ionov, 2021), to perform cross-corpora queries
across different corpora (Chiarcos and GÃ-tze,
2007), to aggregate information across heteroge-
neous tagsets in ensemble combination architec-
tures (Chiarcos, 2010) or in multi-source annota-

tion projection (Sukhareva and Chiarcos, 2016).
Being based on RDF technologies, all of this can
be achieved on-the-fly by identifying the shortest
paths between different OLiA ontologies by means
of a W3C-standardized query language (SPARQL).
As schemas differ in their granularity, this mapping
is not free of information loss, but its dynamic as-
pects sets OLiA apart from other attempts to estab-
lish interoperability between between different an-
notation schemas such as EAGLES (Calzolari and
Monachini, 1996) or the Universal Dependencies
(De Marneffe et al., 2021), in that it does not require
a transformation of the original annotations, but in-
stead, leaves the original annotations untouched,
and only complements them with a more interoper-
able interpretation.

For more than 100 languages, OLiA covers dif-
ferent aspects of linguistic annotation, including
Part of Speech (PoS) annotation, syntax, and inflec-
tional morphologies. Aspects of discourse seman-
tics (discourse structure, discourse relations, infor-
mation structure, anaphora, coreference, named en-
tities) are subject to a separate discourse extension
(Chiarcos, 2014). Despite its potential genefits in
interoperability and interpretability, it can be com-
plicated for the developer of a corpus or an NLP
tool to produce a certain type of annotations to
provide an OLiA Annotation Model, because this
requires a set of technical skills that neither most
linguists nor most web developers, nor most NLP
specialists, possess.

This paper aims to address the challenge to cre-
ate annotation models. For the integration of a
language resource into the OLiA ecosystem, this
normally represents the first step to take, but a rel-
atively hard one for, say, a linguist working on an
annotated corpus, or a developer not intrinsically
familiar with RDF technology. Our proposed so-
lution is to integrate ontology development into
established documentation workflows, so that users
are creating an ontology along with their regular
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work without even noticing it.

2 The Ontologies of Linguistic
Annotation

The OLiA ontologies define a set of reference
categories for linguistic annotations. On the one
hand, this pertains to linguistic concepts as used in
tagsets, annotation schemes and lexical resources
(OLiA Reference Model),1 on the other hand,
OLiA provides formalizations of entire annotation
schemas or (families of) language resources (OLiA
Annotation Models).2

Anntation Model concepts are linked to
OLiA Reference Model concepts by means of
rdfs:subClassOf/rdfs:subPropertyOf
relationships, exploiting the full band-width of
OWL2/DL semantics (i.e., class intersection ⊓,
union ⊔ and complement ¬ operators). Every
annotation model resides in a separate, stand-alone
ontology, and for every annotation model, there is
at least one linking model in which the mapping
to OLiA Reference Model concepts is provided.3

This declarative, machine-readable mapping helps
to disentangle definition and interpretation, and,
moreover, it facilitates debugging, future revisions
and portability across different platforms. Also,
it is a feature that sets OLiA apart from other,
past and present, standardization efforts such as
EAGLES (Calzolari and Monachini, 1996), ISOcat
(Kemps-Snijders et al., 2008) or the Universal
Dependencies (De Marneffe et al., 2021) – all
of these employ(ed) opaque scripts to produce
standard tags which can only be debugged and
consulted in code – if publicly available at all.

In a similar way, the OLiA Reference Model
is also linked with other, community-maintained
reference terminologies such as ISOcat (Kemps-
Snijders et al., 2008) or the General Ontology of
Linguistic Description (Farrar and Langendoen,
2010), and the OLiA Reference Model partially
builds on these, but further domain-, theory- or
language-specific reference terminologies are like-
wise integrated with OLiA (Chiarcos et al., 2020a).
This includes, for example, UniMorph (McCarthy
et al., 2020, specific to inflection morphology), Lex-

1Namespace prefix olia:, reference URL http://
purl.org/olia/olia.owl#.

2As an example, the Penn Treebank schema, namespace
prefix penn:, resides under http://purl.org/olia/
penn.owl#.

3For the Penn Treebank tagset, the linking model resides
under http://purl.org/olia/penn-link.rdf.

Info (McCrae et al., 2017, specific to linguistic ter-
minology for lexical resources in OntoLex-Lemon),
or the BLL Thesaurus (Chiarcos et al., 2016, lin-
guistic metadata for a linguistic bibliography).

In the context of LLOD, OLiA serves mostly
as an additional layer of interoperable annotations
over language resources such as corpora (Bosque-
Gil et al., 2018), but also, it is a central component
of the NLP Interchange Format, and thus, of web
services that dynamically cater linguistic annota-
tions (Hellmann et al., 2013). Yet, OLiA provides
potential users and contributors with a certain en-
try bias, as it is based on RDF technologies as its
technical backbone. This paper aims to address
one of the aspects of the challenge, the creation of
annotation models.

We provide three components designed for boot-
strapping OLiA Annotation Models from conven-
tional annotation documentation: (1) a config-
urable tool to convert MediaWiki source files into
OWL ontologies, (2) a novel Annotation Model for
morphological analyzers from Apertium, and (3)
an Annotation Model for linguistic glosses from
Wikipedia. Our converter is a relatively small, but
generic piece of code. It can be configured for dif-
ferent constellations, and it requires the source data
to provide Wiki tables with one row corresponding
to one individual in the end. It is optimized for the
extraction tasks at hand, but it is sufficiently that,
for any data that comes in a similar form, it can be
either directly employed or easily adapted.

3 An Annotation Model for Apertium

Apertium4 is an open-source machine translation
(MT) system, developed by a large community of
volunteers and enthusiasts. Apertium focuses on
symbolic, rule-based approaches on machine trans-
lation, which are particularly fruitful for closely
related language pairs with insufficient resources
to train a neural or statistical MT system on. Indeed,
rule-based generation requires textbook expertise
and bilingual word lists for its development, but
not necessarily parallel corpora.

The Apertium ecosystem comprises

1. a machine translation engine,

2. tools to manage the necessary linguistic data
for a given language pair, and

4https://www.apertium.org
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3. language resources (morphological analyzers,
dictionaries) for 51 languages and 53 lan-
guage pairs considered stable (plus 135 lan-
guages and 249 language pairs with exper-
imental support and at different degrees of
maturity).5

3.1 Apertium Morphosyntactic Annotations
Apertium implements symbolic, transfer-based ma-
chine translation, where source language input is
first morphologically and syntactically analyzed,
then, the lemmas are word-wise translated into the
target language, where restructuring rules and sur-
face generation takes place. As such, it provides
or wraps a large ensemble of morphological gen-
erators and analyzers, often based on finite state
transducers (FST).

Apertium tags and morphosyntactic features are
not standardized across languages, but they share
some common conventions.6 To some extent, these
are in a continuous state of flux, as new language
pairs are coming in (and bring in new terminology),
while the community presses for more consistency
across them. These update processes are relatively
slow, as new languages are coming in at a moder-
ate rate, so, any annotation model built from this
documentation is likely to remain valid for the com-
ing years, but still needs to be regularly updated.
As there is no overall versioning applied across all
Apertium language pairs, the documentation and
any OLiA Annotation Model derived from it re-
flects the status at a particular state in time, and
requires a timestamp as metadata to make this ex-
plicit.

Here, we focus on morphological analyzers
within Apertium, and, normally, these represent
the first component to be provided for any particu-
lar language – and, in fact, for some language pairs,
machine translation is or can be implemented using
only the FST technology that is also underlying the
morphological analysis. This is somewhat different
from earlier approaches on connecting Apertium
with LLOD technology, as this was solely focus-
ing on the dictionaries also contained in Apertium
(Gracia et al., 2018; Chiarcos et al., 2020b; Gracia
et al., 2020), and the most recent version of this
data includes a manually verified mapping from ab-

5https://wiki.apertium.org/wiki/List_
of_language_pairs

6https://wiki.apertium.org/wiki/List_
of_symbols

breviations/tags to the LexInfo 3.0 ontology,7 and
thus, indirectly, to OLiA. However, this is neces-
sarily incomplete, as the dictionaries account for
open-class lexemes and selected parts of speech
only, but not for morphological processes, function
words and their morphosyntactic features – all of as
these are handled via hand-crafted grammar rules
in Apertium, but not by the Apertium dictionaries.

As opposed to this, we aim to provide a more
exhaustive mapping that also allows the future de-
velopment of RDF-based web services as wrappers
around Apertium analyzers, the LLOD publication
of Apertium-compliant corpora, or the linking of
such corpora with Apertium-based and other On-
toLex dictionaries. It is to be noted, however, that
we rely exclusively on the available documenta-
tion and provide a fully automated conversion only.
If there are omissions or errors in the documenta-
tion, or if any particular tool does not adhere to the
overall recommendations, these aspects will not be
covered by our annotation model.

3.2 Conversion to RDF
Apertium symbol definitions are provided in a wiki
page6 with tables for different kinds of annotations,
separated by headlines (see Fig. 4 in the appendix).
For converting Apertium data, we operate with wiki
text (MediaWiki source code). This is because in
established Apertium workflows, the list of sym-
bols is designed to be scrapeable, it provides ad-
ditional information in its comments, and explicit
guidelines for systematicising tables, headline for-
matting and the marking of tags.

We aim for a generic tool, so we do not depend
on these conventions (also cf. Fig. 4 as an illus-
tration for the degree of variation observed on the
page), but we respect them. Our conversion oper-
ates as follows:

1. We retrieve the original wikitext using the flag
?action=raw (cf. Fig. 1).

2. We create the class :Symbol as a top-level
class, using a user-provided base URI as
namespace.

3. For every headline under which (directly or
indirectly) at least one table is found, we cre-
ate a class from the label enclosed in <!-
... ->, if this is not available, we oper-
ate with the section title, instead. The class

7lexinfo.net/
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==Part-of-speech Categories== <!-- POS -->

{|class=wikitable
! Symbol !! Gloss !! Notes !! Universal POS
|-
| <code>n</code> || Noun || ’’see ’np’ for proper noun’’ || NOUN
|-
| <code>vblex</code> || Standard ("lexical") verb || ’’see also: vbser, vbhaver, vbmod, vaux, vbdo’’ || VERB 
|-

Figure 1: Apertium list of symbols (wikitext, excerpt).

name is normalized by enforcing CamelCase,
removal of whitespaces, and URL encoding.
Also, if the class name happens to have been
previously created during the conversion, we
produce a unique name by attaching a numeri-
cal suffix. The original section header is given
as an rdfs:label.

4. Based on the hierarchy of headlines, every
class is assigned a super-class generated from
its header, resp., :Symbol for top-level sec-
tion headers.

Output generated so far from the snippet given
above is:

:POS rdfs:subClassOf :Symbol;
rdfs:label

"Part-of-speech Categories"@en .

5. For every wikitable, we determine the column
labels from its header how, splitting at !!.
Column labels are normalized by camelCase
conversion, lower-casing of the first word
and whitespace removal. These will become
RDF properties when processing the follow-
ing rows. If a wikitable does not provide
a header row, we re-use the last established
header row. If no header has been established
before, the table is skipped with a warning.

For the table in Fig. 1, the normalized col-
umn labels are symbol, gloss, notes,
and universalPOS.

6. For every row within a table, we split its
columns at || and align them with the column
labels provided in the header.

For the first row in the snippet above, this
yields (shown here as a JSON dictionary):

{"symbol" : "<code>n</code>",
"gloss" : "Noun",
"notes" : "’’see ’np’ ...",
"universalPOS" : "NOUN" }

7. For every row, determine its identifier by
following a sequence of user-provided col-
umn names (by default symbol, symbols,
tag, xMLTag, xMLAttributeValue, as
needed for the Apertium page): for the first
of these column labels found in the current ta-
ble, we retrieve the cell value as label. We re-
move XML markup from this label, normalize
whitespaces and punctuation to _ and apply
lowercasing and URI encoding to obtain (the
local name for) the URI. If the resulting sym-
bol is not unique, we attach a numerical suffix.
The row URI is assigned the class derived
from its section header as an rdf:type:

:n a :POS .

8. For every column in the current row, we create
a triple where the property (derived from the
normalized column labels) provides the cell
content (stripped of markup and white-space
normalized) as a string value:

:n :symbol "n" ;
:gloss "Noun" ;
:notes "’’see ’np’ ...’’";
:universalPOS "NOUN" .

This conversion is applicable to any wikitext page
that provides wiki tables with explicit headers. Sec-
tion headers are optional. It is required, though,
that a user provides the base URI and a (normal-
ized) column label that determines how to identify
the columns from which row URIs are to be cre-
ated.

3.3 Introducing Standard Vocabularies
An additional parameter that a user can provide is
a mapping from normalized column labels to RDF
vocabularies, provided as a JSON dictionary. The
defaults account for converting the Apertium page:
{

":symbol" : "olias:hasTag",
":symbols": "olias:hasTag",
":tag" : "olias:hasTag",
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":xMLAttributeValue": "olias:hasTag",
":xMLTag": "olias:hasTag",
":gloss" : "rdfs:label",
":notes" : "rdfs:comment",
":means" : "rdfs:comment",
":description" : "rdfs:comment"

}

Properties not listed here are preserved. In the
Apertium data, this applies to :appearsIn-
AttributeNotes, :appearsInXMLTags-
NotesExamples, :universalFeature,
:universalFeatures, and :universal-
POS. With these replacements, we arrive at the
following representations of the first row in our
data set:
:POS rdfs:subClassOf :Symbol;

rdfs:label
"Part-of-speech Categories"@en .

:n a :POS .
:n olias:hasTag "n" ;

rdfs:label "Noun" ;
rdfs:description

"’’see ’np’ for proper noun’’";
:universalPOS "NOUN" .

What remains to do to qualify this as an OLiA
annotation model is to declare this file an ontology
and to provide elementary metadata:
<.../apertium.owl> a owl:Ontology ;

rdfs:comment
"OLiA Annotation Model for
Apertium ..." ;

rdfs:isDefinedBy
<https://wiki.apertium.org/wiki/

List_of_symbols> ;
owl:versionInfo "2023-03-07 12:06:48" .

The object URI of rdfs:isDefinedBy is ex-
trapolated from the base URI – unless explicitly
specified by the user. As OLiA Annotation Mod-
els are traditionally provided as RDF/XML, the
resulting Turtle file is converted with off-the-shelf
tools. The resulting OWL file can be loaded and
processed with off-the-shelf Semantic Web tools,
e.g., with the ontology browser Protégé, cf. Fig. 2.

4 Wikipedia Glossing Abbreviations

Wikipedia8 is the prime example for a collabo-
ratively constructed, community-maintained re-
source, and it is acknowledged as that since more
than two decades. Unsurprisingly, it also found
some popularity among people interested in or pro-
fessionally working with language, and as such, it
serves as a knowledge hub for linguistically rel-
evant topics, and often the first place to look for
orientation.

8https://www.wikipedia.org/

One such application is that Wikipedia seems to
be used by students and linguistic practicioners as
a central point to collect and to document glosses
used as abbreviations in linguistic literature, in par-
ticular in the context of interlinear glossed text
(IGT, cf. Appendix Fig. 5).9 IGT is a format con-
sisting of multiple lines where the first line usually
represents a source language string, the following
lines provide linguistic analyses, e.g., a transliter-
ation, linguistic glosses, morphological segmenta-
tion, morpheme glosses, etc. Typically, the last
line comprises a translation into the description
language.

This formalism is widely used for educational
purposes, for language documentation and in lin-
guistic typology, and it has also been converted to a
Linked Data representation and produced a native
RDF vocabulary specifically for this purpose, Ligt
(Chiarcos and Ionov, 2019; Nordhoff, 2020; Ionov,
2021). Ligt, however, only captures the structure
of IGT formats, for the semantics of the tags used
in that context, it relies on OLiA – which provides
a small number of IGT-relevant annotation mod-
els, e.g., the UniMorph schema (Chiarcos et al.,
2020a) and the glossing guidelines of Dipper et al.
(2007), which incorporated the Leipzig Glossing
Rules (Committee of Editors of Linguistics Jour-
nals, 2008/2015) and extended them to syntax and
information structure.

A second usage in the context of Wikipedia itself
is that it provides templates for producing interlin-
ear glossed text as part of Wikipedia pages, and
these abbreviations are recommended for use. At a
future point in time, they may actually be automat-
ically linked to the current website if mentioned
in the template, but at the moment, the automated
linking operates on a shorter, and older excerpt
of these abbreviations. Both the Wikipedia tem-
plates and their surface rendering are illustrated in
the appendix (Fig. 6). As of March 1, 2023, the
English Wikipedia contains 7,639 instances of the
interlinear template on 651 pages,10 plus an
unknown number of applications of derived tem-
plates (e.g., fs_interlinear or language- or
script-specific templates).

The Wikipedia gloss labels are not directly tied
to any particular data, but their usage in combina-

9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_
of_glossing_abbreviations

10https://bambots.brucemyers.com/
TemplateParam.php?wiki=enwiki&template=
Interlinear
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Figure 2: Apertium Annotation Model, visualized with Protégé, configured to display of URIs (left), resp. labels 
(right).

tion with Wikipedia templates for interlinear gloss-
ing is recommended. Furthermore, they are fre-
quently consulted (and extended) by practicioners
in the field, in particular by students, so that they
attain a certain near-normative function. In the con-
text of efforts to mine scientific papers for machine-
readable versions of interlinear glossed text com-
prised in them (Lewis and Xia, 2010; Nordhoff and
Krämer, 2022), it becomes increasingly relevant
also to provide machine-readable semantics for the
abbreviations, especially if such data is to become
the basis for further linguistic research or language
technological solutions for low-resource languages
as repeatedly proposed over the years (Bender et al.,
2014; Zhou et al., 2019).

It is to be noted, however, that glosses and con-
cepts used in the literature reside in an n:m relation-
ship, so that the same abbreviation is used for one
purpose by a particular researcher, but for another
by another person. As an example, the abbrevia-
tion AC is defined as “motion across (as opposed
to up/down-hill, -river)”, as “animacy classifier”,
or as “accusative case”. This is why "conventional
glosses" have been singled out, and except for a
small number of exceptions, these provide a 1:1
mapping. For the specific case of AC, this is not
considered a conventional gloss at all (because of
its ambiguity), and for the functions mentioned
before, only accusative case (with the tag ACC)
receives that status.

The application of our converter to Wikipedia
was straight-forward. The extraction was per-
formed via the Wikipedia API, but the resulting
wikitext followed the same conventions (albeit
much less constrained than in Apertium). Be-
yond that, user parameters (base URI, source
URI, column labels and their mapping to prop-
erties) were adjusted: The row URI is taken
from the column with the (normalized) labels
conventionalGloss (for grammatical ab-
breviations, punctuations and numbers), and
2LetterGloss (for kinship terms). As not
every row provides a conventional gloss, we
also added the column variants to the list of
URI-defining columns: By ordering preferences,
this is used for URI generation only of neither
conventionalGloss nor 2LetterGloss
are found.

Our conversion of abbreviation variants is loss-
less in the sense that these are preserved, but only
as attribute values, we do not create a distinct tag
with its specific olias:hasTag for each of them.
This was done in order to properly distinguish
preferred (readings of) glosses from dispreferred
(glosses or readings). The original objective of
distinguishing conventional and variant glosses in
Wikipedia seems to be that the same gloss was used
for different, unrelated meanings (1:m mappings),
while at the same time, the same meaning could be
expressed by a variety of tags. The current distinc-
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tion has been introduced to enable a 1:1 mapping
(even though this is not fully achieved).

The resulting ontology is analoguous in structure
and vocabulary to the Apertium ontology. A dif-
ference is that the concept hierarchy of Wikipedia
is much shallower, grouping all morphosyntactic
features and categories together under the umbrella
of :GrammaticalAbbreviations.

5 Automatically Supported Linking

To facilitate the creation of OLiA Linking Mod-
els, we provide a command-line tool that takes
three main parameters, one reference model (that
provides concepts that represent superclasses in
the linking), one annotation model (that provides
concepts and individuals that are assigned super-
classes in the linking) and one linking model (spec-
ifying the file into which the resulting mapping is
to be written).11 By default, the linking procedure
only creates rdfs:subClassOf links between
concepts and rdfs:subPropertyOf links be-
tween properties, but with the flag -indiv, it
also creates rdf:type links between annotation
model instances and reference model classes.

The comparison is performed in several steps. If
one step produces no linking candidates, it resorts
to the next. For a given annotation model concept
(or individual), check all reference model concepts
in the following way:

1. Convert local names of the URIs from camel
case to lower-cased whitespace segmentation.
If both strings match, the reference model URI
is a linking candidate.

2. Convert local names and RDF/SKOS labels to
lower-cased whitespace segmentation. If two
strings match, the reference model URI is a
linking candidate.

3. Convert local names and RDF/SKOS labels
to lower-cased whitespace segmentation and
retrieve the set of words used for describing
for both URIs. If there is an overlap between
both sets of words, the reference model URI
is a linking candidate.

The linking tool is interactive, and for every annota-
tion model word for which at least two candidates
are found, it presents these to the user as an ordered

11This tool is not specific to OLiA, so we use lower case
spelling. Indeed, any pair of ontologies can be linked in that
manner.

list. The user can manually select one of the candi-
dates by entering its number, optionally add a com-
ment or state that no linking candidate is applicable.
If there is one linking candidate, it is automatically
linked (and marked by an rdfs:comment in the
Linking Model), if there are none, this is marked
by an rdfs:comment.

This way of linking is restricted, as it is incom-
plete and heuristic, but it is also very fast. In most
cases, processing an Annotation Model concept
requires 2-3 key strokes: the number of the se-
lected reference model concept (or 0 for no match)
and <ENTER>. Yet, manual refinement is highly
recommended, and automated comments are gen-
erated to guide the way.

We can bootstrap a baseline linking with the
OLiA Reference Model from the existing LexInfo
linking for Apertium dictionary – but this accounts
only for parts of speech, not for grammatical fea-
tures. In total, 197 Apertium Wiki tags can be
linked in this way. Overall, the Apertium ontol-
ogy comprises 37 classes (headlines) and 301 in-
stances (tags). In addition to this, the automated
procedure produced 26 rdfs:subClassOf and
22 rdf:type links against the OLiA Reference
Model, and 15 rdfs:subClassOf links against
the OLiA Top Model. The limited coverage of link-
ing for instances is partially due to the degree of
underspecification they are presented in the table.
In parts, however, it is also due to gaps in OLiA. As
such, OLiA does currently not support Bantu nomi-
nal classes (that alone accounts for 3% of the gaps)
and other features specific to certain languages or
language families. While language-specific fea-
tures are generally beyond scope for OLiA, we
strongly suggest to extend it with features relevant
to entire language families.

6 Manual Linking for Wikipedia Glossing
Abbreviations

For Wikipedia glosses, we found that only 82 (16%)
were previously covered by the Linking Models for
UniMorph (68 in total) or the Dipper et al. (2007)
model (42 in total, 28 in both). This linking ex-
ploits that the same set of conventional tags were
inherited from the literature into these models, but
with the automatically supported linking, this num-
ber could only be increased by 9 rdf:type links.
On the one hand, this indicates a certain level of un-
derspecification and idiosyncrasy in both resources,
as clearly evident from the brevity of definitions
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in Wikipedia, for example; in parts, this is due to
gaps in OLiA (for example, it doesn’t currently ac-
count for kinship terms as there do not seem to exist
any corpora that contain or tools that produce such
annotations, kinship terms alone represent 7.5%
of conventional Wikipedia glosses). On the other
hand, this discrepancy may also indicate a fun-
damental difference between Wikipedia glossing
abbreviations (resp., the scholarly tradition from
which these emerge) and OLiA (developed with a
focus on linguistically annotated corpora, not text
book examples).

In order to explore this further, we resort to man-
ual linking of Wikipedia glossing abbreviations,
and we expect that this process may lead to a num-
ber of suggestions regarding extensions or restruc-
turing of the OLiA Reference Model as a side-
product of the process: The annotation model de-
veloped so far represents a solid basis from which
a concept hierarchy can be manually crafted in an
ontology editor. Unfortunately, the current data is
represented in a relatively shallow way, as a limi-
tation for Wikipedia glosses is that (except for the
basic distinction between punctuation and numbers,
grammatical abbreviations and kinship terms), they
are relatively unstructured: Abbreviations are pro-
vided as an alphabetically organized list, without
being grounded in an overarching taxonomy. The
task is thus to pick instances (representing con-
ventional or variant glosses) from an unstructured
list and to put them into the OLiA categories they
below, ideally using drag-and-drop mechanisms.

Protégé is a seminal OWL editor and it al-
lows both to manually create a concept hierar-
chy and provides an interface for quickly re-
classifying individuals by means of drag and
drop.12 To this end, we created a novel ontol-
ogy and imported both the generated Wikipedia
ontology and the OLiA top-level ontology and
manually classified the Wikipedia glosses ac-
cording to their type. The top-level ontol-
ogy defines the root concepts of OLiA, i.e.,
types of units (e.g., oliat:Word) and features
(e.g., oliat:MorphosyntacticFeature,
oliat:GenderFeature, etc.). Although this
coarse-grained classification does not yet establish
a proper linking between Wikipedia glosses and
the OLiA Reference Model, it allows for a rough
classification that can be the basis for subsequent re-

12This functionality is available from the “Individuals
by type” view, not enabled by default, but available via
Window|Views|Individual views (Protégé 5.5.0, Desktop).

finements, or serve to evaluate future linking meth-
ods. Figure 3 illustrates the manual reclassification
procedure.

At the moment, this process of re-classification
is still ongoing. Preliminary findings indicate that
many Wiktionary glosses are ambiguous or under-
specified in that they really act like abbreviations
for terms, not like tags for linguistic annotation.
And the same term may occur in different contexts.
As such, the conventional tag REP stands for ‘repet-
itive’, but the meaning is further explained as either
‘repetitive aspect’ (otherwise referred to as iterative
aspect), ‘repeated word in repetition’ (echo word)
or ‘repetitive numeral’ (numeral formed by redupli-
cation of a basic numeral).13 A linking to existing
OLiA Reference Model concepts is possible, and
using OWL2/DL semantics, the ambiguity can be
expressed in OLiA:

wiki:screp ∈
olia:IterativeAspect⊔
olia:EchoWord⊔
(olia:Reduplication ⊓ olia:Numeral)

Such a complicated linking cannot be established
with the automated linking procedure described be-
low, nor with manual the drag-and-drop method,
both of which only support direct type assignments.
The necessary anonymous classes representing in-
tersections or unions have to be constructed manu-
ally, and this is also supported by Protégé. More-
over, this example also illustrates to some extent
why the linking is failing at times: The OLiA terms
‘iterative aspect’, ‘echo word’, and ‘reduplication’
have no counterpart in the Wikipedia description.

7 Summary and Discussion

This paper described the automated creation of
OLiA Annotation Models for different community
projects, based on the conversion of wikitext and its
layout conventions for section headings and tables.
The converter and the associated linking tool are
published under open source as part of the OLiA
GitHub repository.14. Both tools are relatively

13According to Turner (1967, p.285), the Chontal phrase
núli núli ‘completely’ is a repetitive numeral based on núli
‘one’.

14https://github.com/acoli-repo/olia/
tree/master/tools. Also, the ontologies are
provided there, currently under https://github.
com/acoli-repo/olia/tree/master/owl/
experimental/meta. Later on, they are expected to
migrate to the stable release (https://github.com/
acoli-repo/olia/tree/master/owl/stable
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Figure 3: Drag-and-drop classification of Wikipedia abbreviations against OLiA top-level concepts: Between both
"Individuals per type" tabs, RDF individuals can be moved by drag and drop. The Annotation view tab above shows
the annotations of the current individual. On the left, you see (and can edit) the concept hierarchy.

simple command-line tools with a high level of
genericity. The converter is applicable to any Medi-
aWiki content with tables, the linker is applicable
to any pair of ontologies.

Conversion from HTML and other web formats
is a standard task and has been conducted count-
less times. For example, DBpedia,15 DBnary16

and UniMorph17 are all based on extraction tem-
plates applied over Wikipedia, resp. Wiktionary –
although for different types of data. DBpedia and
DBnary are also routinely updated in this manner,
whereas UniMorph data is frozen and conversion
scripts do not seem to be publicly available. Our
approach differs in that we do not extract a dataset
(ABox), but an ontology (TBox), and that it op-
erates on a much more fine-grained scale. This
allows, for example, to expose the result of the
build process directly to the user, again.

In particular, the build process can be extended
to produce either a graphical representation of
the resulting ontology or to apply an interactive
browser to the result, so that users can dynamically
explore, browse and search their annotation mod-

15https://www.dbpedia.org/
16http://kaiko.getalp.org/about-dbnary/
17https://unimorph.github.io/

els with off-the-shelf tooling. The integration of
existing documentation with such visualizations
remains, however, a subject of future efforts, as
different possibilities exist for this purpose, and
the preferences within the communities need to be
taken into consideration. The classical approach
to ontology visualization is to convert RDF to the
Dot language and to generate a static image with
GraphViz.18 Similarly, SVG and SVG renderers
can be used for the same end.19 The downside of
this approach is that the image is to be manually
uploaded to or updated in the respective wiki. Al-
ternatively, it is possible to directly link interactive
visualization tools such as WebVOWL, along with
the URL that contains the ontology to be visual-

18This has been the basis for a number of classical ontol-
ogy/RDF visualizers integrated in the Protégé ontology viewer.
At the present day, the conversion to Dot can also be per-
formed by a web service, e.g., https://www.easyrdf.
org/converter?out=dot&raw=1&uri=, followed by
the ontology URL. For generating an actual image, differ-
ent layout schemes can be employed, and we recommend
using a local installation of GraphViz, because this is more
easily scriptable than online services such as WebGraphViz
(http://www.webgraphviz.com/).

19As provided, for example, by yWorks:
https://www.yworks.com/use-case/
visualizing-an-ontology.
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ized.20

What is interesting about the approach is that
it allows to fully automatically create formal on-
tologies (OLiA Annotation Models) on the basis
of established community workflows. We could
build on established Apertium conventions for their
list of symbols, and we could build on the current
practices in the maintenance and development of
the Wikipedia glossing abbreviations. (And, as
both as community-maintained, if these conven-
tions would ever be broken by another contributor,
and this is noted by our tools, we can fix those
issues directly.) At no point did we have to en-
force new requirements to enable the creation of an
OLiA Annotation Model, and neither did we ask
Apertium or Wikipedia contributors to operate with
a cumbersome tool for handling RDF and linked
data. In other words, the entry barrier for OLiA
and LLOD technology has been almost eliminated
for these groups of users. This also sets it apart
from solutions such as VocBench (Stellato et al.,
2020) or OpenRefine (Miller and Vielfaure, 2022),
which already require their users to have an innate
interest in Linked Data or Semantic Web technolo-
gies, so that they are actively operating towards
this goal with the intent to create a mapping into
a machine-readable format. This is not required
here, as, instead, the converter is already provided.
Moreover, we are concerned with crowd-sourced,
community-maintained data, which has a certain
quality of being in a continuous update and revision
process. So, extraction needs to be repeated rela-
tively frequently – but OpenRefine and VocBench
are not designed for repeated conversion, as these
are highly interactive tools.

The creation of Linking Models, then, requires
a higher level of technical expertise, of course, but
this does not have to be provided by an Apertium
or Wikipedia contributor, instead, it can come from
the LLOD community. And if more technically
oriented community members see scientific or tech-
nological value in that kind of data for their own
purposes, this is likely to happen.

It should be noted that the approach to create
ontologies as a side-product of established commu-
nity conventions for maintaining and creating their

20At the time of writing, the recommended URL for
that purpose would be http://vowl.visualdataweb.
org/webvowl-old/webvowl-old.html#iri=, fol-
lowed by the ontology URL. However, as the -old link indi-
cates, the system is currently in transition to a novel backend,
so that link might change.

documentation, is not the first of its kind either. We
conducted an earlier, unpublished experiment that
infused RDFa attributes into Jekyll templates, so
that HTML pages generated from Markdown (as
used by the Universal Dependency community to
document their annotation schemas) would already
contain a machine-readable representation of these
schemas. The technology worked very well, and a
prototype over an older version of UD guidelines
with RDFa markup is still online,21 and using an
RDFa reader on the published HTML pages, a full-
fledged ontology could be derived on the fly and
queried with SPARQL. From the perspective of a
UD contributor, nothing changed, and the process
was taking advantage of established conventions
originally intended to streamline the layout, espe-
cially the usage of explicit variables for certain
aspects, and the section structure of the Markdown
document. A downside here was that the build pro-
cess was relatively unstable, and it turned out to
take too long for efficiently debugging and main-
taining this setup (several minutes, but sometimes
more), so that eventually, this experimental proto-
type was discontinued, and with a change of lay-
out and Markdown conventions with the transition
from version 1.0 to 2.0 of the Universal Dependen-
cies, they have not been updated.

With our converter, we do not rely on such a
complicated setup. Instead, we provide a simple
script for building Annotation Models, and using a
cron job, they can be repeatedly called to provide
up-to-date RDF data for Annotation Models and
visualizations. If deployed on a web server, these
can be produced by a third party, independently
from the infrastructure of the particular community
involved.

Our tools and annotations have been integrated
into the OLiA GitHub repository,22 so they will re-
main accessible to the community as long as OLiA
remains a relevant resource. Moreover, they will
be subject to any long-term sustainability solution
developed for OLiA in the future.

21See http://fginter.github.io/docs/. Note
the small RDF logos that trigger the RDFa parsing process.
However, these URLs contain a GET request at a public web
service for RDFa parsing, after more than a decade of suc-
cessful operation, was shut down mid-last year, so that these
links yield a status page, not RDF data in Turtle, anymore.
Alternative web services are available, but the links in this
prototype have not been updated, yet.

22https://github.com/acoli-repo/olia/
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Appendix: Illustrative Sample Data

Figure 4: Apertium list of symbols (excerpt).
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Figure 5: Wikipedia list of glossing abbreviations (excerpt).

Figure 6: Wikipedia template Interlinear and its rendering, example from https://en.wikipedia. 
org/wiki/Template:Interlinear.
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